P.O.D.
PLANETARY ORBITAL DRONE

BY DAVE PROSSER

an, I love this kit.
It’s a rather obscure
subject of a craft
that, as I recall, was
seen in a blink and you’ll miss
it moment from the original
Predator. I did a little research
and the only concrete thing
I came up with was a small
Micro Machines toy. No matter.
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This is a cool design (by Steve
Wang) and the detail (sculpted
by Daniele Angelozzi) is superb.
The castings are crisp and clean
without a mold line to be found.
Just wash, prime and paint.
With the hatch open it stands a
hair over nine inches tall.
Thanks to George for the
opportunity to build this. It
was a blast!
I apologize in advance for a
couple slightly blurry photos.
First, a little background on
the kit ...

Here’s the backstory according to George:
In 1997, my old company, GEOmetric Design, Inc., was
licensed by Twentieth Century Fox Studios to produce kits
based on Predator (1987). I, like many other sci-fi/action film
fans, love the movie. I’ve watched the
film at least 100 times and, for years,
wondered how the title creature
transported from the mothership
down to the Central American jungle
where he fought with the character
CLICK HERE TO
played by Arnold Schwarzenegger
SEE THE OPENING
and his team of elite military
SEQUENCE
bad-asses. No vehicle was seen
entering Earth’s atmosphere and, since the Predator didn’t
just jump from the mothership, then drop through Earth’s
upper atmosphere and land in the jungle unharmed, there
must have been a smaller, single-occupant transport craft
that he piloted to a safe landing. And, since no such aircraft
was ever recovered or even mentioned in the film, I figured
it must have auto-piloted to a high Earth orbit or back to the
mothership after the jungle landing.

and the studio refused to do anything about it. So, for the next
five years, GEOmetric refused to pay the studio any royalties
and the studio stopped expecting any. That conflict led me to
bury the POD project. In 2003, I sold GEOmetric but kept those
sketches. I thought they might someday come in handy.
In 2009, I started Black Heart Enterprises, LLC. And, in 2018,
twenty years after Steve Wang did the POD sketches for
GEOmetric, Black Heart Models started looking at producing the
POD as part of our microMANIA™ line of kits which will now
includes small scale horror and sci-fi figures and sci-fi vehicles.
With advances in digital sculpting and 3D printing, we knew the
time was finally right to produce Black Heart’s POD.
We asked Daniele Danko Angelozzi, one of Black Heart’s
favorite digital artists, if he was interested in trying something
completely different than the large scale busts he’d done for
Black Heart. He was curious. The Predator is one of Daniele’s
favorite creature designs. So, when he saw Steve Wang’s
concept sketches, he flipped.

With this in mind, GEOmetric commissioned sculptor/designer/
creature FX artist Steve Wang to design what that smaller,
single-occupant craft would have looked like if he had been
tasked to design it for the film. I approached Steve because he
was one of the artists who had a significant role in designing
the look of the Predator in the original film. He thought it was a
cool idea and did six concept sketches of a “Planetary Orbital
Drone” (POD) that blew my mind.
And, when we surprised Steve Wang with Daniele’s digital
renderings of his POD concept sketches, he flipped.
Next, we wanted an accomplished modeler to write a tutorial
on building and finishing the POD. We called on Dave Prosser,
a life-long modeler and long-time writer for Amazing Figure
Modeler magazine, to take on the project. Dave lives in
Columbus, Ohio and is a graphic designer. This is our first time
working with Dave and we hope it will be the first of many.
Black Heart has hit the trifecta with this piece: Steve Wang’s
concept sketches, Daniele Danko Angelozzi’s digital sculpting,
and Dave Prosser’s modeling. What a cool collaboration.
Gentlemen: Thanks for making Black Heart look soooo good.
In 1997 and ‘98, while I looked for an artist to execute Steve’s
POD design, we learned that GEOmetric’s Predator vinyl figure
kit was being boot-legged in Korea and the bootlegs were
being distributed all over Europe. The Korean kits pretty much
wiped out GEO’s international sales and then started impacting
our domestic sales. Twentieth Century Fox said taking any legal
action against a Korean Company would not be “cost-effective”
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Let's get started!
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Parts required no cleanup at
all, so after washing everything
up I divided the kit into subassemblies before priming
with Tamiya Fine Gray.
Be aware that many parts are
thin and fragile. I ended up
breaking both the foot pad
pegs and had to fabricate new
from styrene rod (above).
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For the base color I used
Alclad Aluminum. To bring out
the details and provide a bit
of pre-shading I used Winsor
Newton Ivory Black artist oils
applied into all the nooks,
crannies and panel lines with
a small flat brush, smoothed
out with a second larger flat
brush (regularly wiping off the
excess) and then wiped off
the high points and blended
with cotton swabs and
triangular makeup sponges.
This technique also darkens
the aluminum base color and
can be used for a variety of
weathering effects.
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Wanting a darker metal finish
overall – and after the oils
had dried overnight – I did a
light pass with Alclad Steel,
spraying darker in some areas
to vary the shading a bit. You
can then go back and touch
up the oil shading if needed.
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To get more color
variation outside and
inside, I masked off
several areas using
Tamiya masking
tape, Silly Putty and
Frog green painter’s
tape. Working the
curves was very
time consuming but
worth the effort.
I then laid down a
light coat of Alclad
Exhaust Manifold,
which has a slight
copper cast when
used sparingly.
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Cockpit details were picked out with various metal shades –
brass, copper and steel – along with some silver dry brushing
on the mechanical detail around the seat.
Not wanting to go completely monotone with this – even
though it meant another long session of masking – I airbrushed
the control console and the area around the seat with Vallejo
U.S. Dark Green and the seat itself Hull Red. Shading was
done with black pastel. Scratches were added with a silver
colored pencil and by actually scratching with my fingernail.
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To dress up the clear cast canopy I first wet sanded it with
800-grit paper (both sides) then polished it out with a multigrit fingernail pad that can be found in any health and beauty
section at your local drug or department store. The canopy was
then dunked into a container of Pledge floor polish (formerly
Future) and dried overnight in a dust-free container. If you make
a mistake the Pledge can be safely removed with Windex.
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Additional details
were picked
out with Alclad
Copper, Gold
and Clear Red,
spraying light
coats so not to
obscure the oil
paint shading.
Inside the “ears”
were painted to
match the seat to
suggest padding.
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After finishing off the exterior paint details I decided on the spur of the moment that I wanted to do some
chipping and scratching to show wear and tear. Since the time to use some of the usual methods (salt,
hair spray) has long past, and I didn’t want to do it with paint, I had to improvise. I’m not sure what made
me think of it, but I ended up pulling the paint off in select areas by burnishing down duct tape and giving
it a quick yank. It worked well enough but I probably won’t try it again. Results are too unpredictable and
the tape took off more than I wanted in a couple spots.
Once that was done I got everything put together except for the hatch. Assembly was pretty straight
forward. Before the glue cured on the legs I set it upright to make sure they were even and level and let it
sit overnight.
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The figure is roughly four inches tall. Like everything else, there
were no seams to clean up and the detail is fantastic.
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I started with a base coat of Freak Flex (FF) Bleached Bone
Tan then mixed in a bit of white for highlights.
For shading I used Golden Transparent Red Oxide and Raw
Umber followed with a hint of GK US Transparent Light Green.
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Armor and other detail areas were first base coated flat black.
The armor sections were dry brushed with Vallejo Natural
Steel and a small bit of Testors Copper. This was done rather
coarsely to indicate scratches and heavy wear and tear.
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The spots were done with fine Faber Castel and Pigma Micron
art markers in several shades of brown. With a figure this size
be patient and let it take as long as it takes. Use a light touch
with a straight down motion. If you come in at an angle you’re
likely to get a dash instead of a dot.
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The netting is a challenge. The detail is so fine I was not going
to attempt it with a brush. I ended up using a sharp black
colored pencil. I wish it came out a bit darker, but I’m fine with
the results.
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Final assembly! The canopy was attached with a
bit of white glue applied in a couple inconspicuous
places. To handle the weight of the hatch, and for
my own piece of mind, I inserted a brass rod into
the mounting point.
While you’re working watch out for the wrist blades.
They’re very delicate and break easily. Ask me how
I know!

